NEW in SA

Say hello to your mattress in a box.

Small to carry but big on comfort!
Finally, you get truly
superior quality at an
affordable price.

No more struggling to
get a bulky mattress into
your car or bedroom.

Take your new mattress
home with you today!

myBeddie

Sweet dreams in just
a few minutes.
1. Unbox It
Place the box on its side
on the floor and slide your
mattress out.

2. Remove
Packaging
Place your rolled
up myBeddie
where you would
like to sleep, and
remove the outer
plastic layer.

3. Unwrap
Unroll your
mattress and
remove the inner
layer of plastic.

4. Expand
Watch your myBeddie
expand and take
shape. Now enjoy a
good night’s sleep!
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You choose the size that fits your home best,
whether you need a mattress or bed base.
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With up to 840 individual pocket
springs and luxurious massage foam,
you will never sleep better for less!

This bed base offers unbeatable support
with a strong metal frame and wooden
slats, finished off with synthetic leather.

Dimensions [cm]
Size

Expanded
Mattress

Packaged
(in Box)

Single

92*188*27

95*30*30

3/4

107*188*27

110*30*30

Double

137*188*27

140*30*30

Queen

152*188*27

154*30*30

King

183*188*27

184*30*30

Size

months
120kgs
per person
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years
500kgs
max load

Dimensions [cm]
Built Bed

Packaged
(in Box)

Single

17

92*188*28

Box 1: 105*39*7
Box 2: 195*20*18

3/4

20

107*188*28

Box 1: 120*39*7
Box 2: 195*20*18

Double

22

137*188*28

Box 1: 150*39*7
Box 2: 195*20*18

Queen

24

152*188*28

Box 1: 165*39*7
Box 2: 195*20*18

King

27

183*188*28

Box 1: 200*39*7
Box 2: 195*20*18
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Return policy: only on defective materials (e.g.
does not inflate).

Weight
[kg]

Return policy: on defective materials.
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What our
happy customers have to say...

“I ordered directly from you yesterday,
because my old mattress was giving me
back ache. I arrived home today to my
new mattress, what fantastic service! I
wanted affordable and comfortable - you
ticked both boxes. The unboxing was a
real experience :)”
- Kashan Krawitz

“One of the best investments I’ve made.
Very comfortable and beautiful too. I
never thought I’d fall in love with a bed.
The service is excellent too, if you don’t
understand something mybeddie staff is
just a WhatsApp text or an email away.”
- Bonolo

Why wait, get your luxury sleep today!
It’s easy to get your own myBeddie mattresses or bases. Just get in touch with us
and we’ll make sure you get the convenient comfort you deserve.

+27 12 941 1240 or sales@mybeddie.co.za

